Let U C(K) be the Banach space of all uniformly continuous functions on K. We study the α-amenability of U C(K) and the case that the α-mean is unique. We also study the α-amenability of quotient and product hypergroups. The fact that Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups are amenable only in the identity character will conclude the article.
Introduction
Let K be a locally compact hypergroup and L 1 (K) be the hypergroup algebra. K is amenable if and only if the maximal ideal consisting of integrable functions with vanishing Fourier transform has a bounded approximate identity. If K is compact or commutative, then K is amenable, and the amenability of L 1 (K) implies the amenability of K. However, the converse is not valid any longer even for commutative hypergroups, see [2, 9, 21] . Recently the notion of α-amenable hypergroups with application on various polynomial hypergroups has been introduced and studied in [9] . Suppose K is commutative, α ∈ K, and I(α) is the maximal ideal in L 1 (K) generated by α. Then K is α-amenable if and only if I(α) has a bounded approximate identity as well as if K has the modified Reiter's condition of P 1 type in the α. The modified Reiter's condition of P 1 type in the α (α = 1) and the recursion relation for orthogonal polynomials yield a sufficient condition for the α-amenability of such hypergroups. This condition reveals that the α-amenability depends heavily on the asymptotic behavior of the α. However, such condition is not available for well known hypergroups like Sturm-Liouville, and circumstances are not distinct in general. In this paper we add another equivalency to the α-amenability of K and study the case that the α-mean is unique. This concept also will be studied on the quotient and product hypergroups. In conclusion we investigate the α-amenability of Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups. The article is organized as follows: In Section 1 we first recapitulate some basic facts on hypergroups. Then we study the α-amenability of UC(K). Section 2 contains this concept on the quotient and product hypergroups. As mentioned above, in Section 3 we examine the α-amenability of Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups.
Preliminaries
Let (K, ω, ∼) be a locally compact hypergroup, where ω :
, and ∼: K → K defined by x →x, denote the convolution and involution on K, where M 1 (K) stands for all probability measures on K. K is called commutative if
Throughout the article K is a commutative hypergroup. Let C c (K), C 0 (K), and C b (K) be the spaces of all continuous functions, those which have compact support , vanishing at infinity, and bounded on K respectively; both C b (K) and C 0 (K) will be topologized by the uniform norm . ∞ . M(K) is the space of complex regular Radon measures on K which coincides with the dual space of
, for every y ∈ K. Being K commutative ensures the existence of a Haar measure on K which is unique up to a multiplicative constant [13] . Thus, according to the translation T , let m be the Haar measure on K, and L 1 (K)
be the complex vector space of all integrable functions on K. For f, g ∈ L 1 (K) the convolution and involution are defined by f * g := K f (y)Tỹgdm(y), and f * (x) = f (x) respectively; and the norm is given by 
The bounded multiplicative linear functionals on L 1 (K) can be identified with
where X b (K) is a locally compact Hausdorff space with the compact-open topology.
with its subsets
There exists a Plancherel measure π on K with the support S which is unique up to a multiplicative constant [13] . Definition 1.1. Let K be a hypergroup and α ∈ K. Let X be a subspace of L ∞ (K) with α ∈ X which is closed under complex conjugation and is translation invariant. Then X is called α-amenable if there exists a m α ∈ X * with the following properties: [21] , and K is α-amenable iff I(α) has a b.a.i. as well as K has the modified Reiter's condition of P 1 type in the α [9] . It is also equivalent to the α-left amenability of
Applications of these equivalencies on the polynomial hypergroups and hypegroups of Chébli-Trimèche class can be found in [2, 9] . If K is a locally compact group, then the amenability of K is equivalent to the amenability of diverse subalgebras of L ∞ (K), e.g. UC(K) the algebra of uniformly continuous functions on
. The same is true for hypergroups, although UC(K) fails to be an algebra in general [21] . We now prove this fact in the term of α-mean.
is a norm closed, conjugate closed, translation invariant subspace of C b (K) containing the constants and the continuous functions vanishing at infinity
The following theorem is another equivalency to the α-amenability of K.
The latter shows that every α-mean on UC(K) extends on L ∞ (K). Plainly, restriction of any
Therefore, the equivalency is valid.
* with the Arens product defined as follows is a Banach algebra:
UC(K)
* , equipped with the restriction of this product, is a Banach algebra and it can be identified with a closed right ideal of the Banach algebra
Suppose UC(K) is amenable with a unique mean, then it's extension on L ∞ (K) is also unique.
In this case K is compact and UC(K) = C b (K). However, there exists noncompact α-amenable hypergroups with the unique α-means [2] . We have the following theorem in general.
, where π :
Proof: Let m uc α be the unique α-mean on UC(K), n ∈ UC(K) * and {n i } i be a net converging to n in the w * -topology. Let x ∈ K and f ∈ UC(K). Then 
As shown in [2] , little q-legendre polynomial hypergroup (0 < q < 1) is noncompact α-amenable hypergroup with the unique α-mean except in the identity character.
the set of all means on X is nonempty weak * compact convex set in X * [21] . The same is true for the set of all α-means on X. However, the cardinality of Σ α (X) depends heavily on the character α and X. Precisely: Theorem 1.4. Let X be as above and α-amenable. Then Σ α (X) the set of all α-means on X is nonempty weak * -compact convex subset of X * . Moreover, Σ α (X).M/ M, α ⊆ Σ α (X), for all M ∈ X * with M, α = 0, and m n α = m α for all n ∈ N. 
α-Amenability of Quotient Hypergroups
A closed nonempty subset H of K is called a subhypergroup if H.H = H andH = H, wherẽ H := {x : x ∈ H}. Let H be a subhypergroup of K. Then K/H := {xH : x ∈ K} is a locally compact space with respect to the quotient topology. If H is a subgroup or a compact subhypergroup of K, then
defines a hypergroup structure on K/H [24] , which agrees with the double coset hypergroup K//H, see [13] . For the duals of subhypergroups and quotionts of commutative hypergroups see [24] Theorem 2.1. Let H be a subgroup or a compact subhypergroup of K. Suppose p : K → K/H is the canonical projection, and p :
Suppose that f ∈ C b (K), and since H is amenable [21] , so let m 1 be a mean on C b (H). Define
f 1 is continuous, bounded, and constant on the cosets of H in K. We may write f 1 = F of,
. ∞ ) and the point evaluation functionals in
For the converse, let m α be a α-mean on C b (K) and define
, Theorem 2.5], and γop = α, we have
Therefore M is the desired γ-mean on C b (K/H). . However, G B may not be α-amenable (α = 1) for α ∈ G B . For example, let G := R n and B be the group of rotations in G. Then the hypergroup K := G B can be identified with the Bessel-Kingman hypergroup R 0 := [0, ∞). Theorem 3.5 will show that for n = 1 or n ≥ 3 , R 0 is amenable only in the identity character.
Example: Let
Let K and H be hypergroups with left Haar measures. Then it is straightforward to show that K × H is a hypergroup with a left Haar measure.
Theorem 2.4. Let K and H be commutative hypergroups. Then
, where φ (α,β) (x, y) = α(x)β(y), (x, y) ∈ K × H and the dual spaces bear the compact-open topology.
(ii) K × H is φ (α,β) -amenable iff K is α-amenable and H is β-amenable.
Proof: Part (i) follows from [[4], Proposition 19] . As locally compact group case [7] , we have
, where ⊗ p denotes the projection tensor product of two Banach algebras. If K is α-amenable, and H is β-amenable, then I(α) and I(β), the maximal ideals of
, has a b.a.i.
[ [7] , Proposition 2.9.21], that equivalently K × H is φ (α,β) -amenable [9] . The converse is immediate. 
α-Amenability of Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups
Suppose A : R 0 → R is continuous, positive and continuously differentiable on R 0 \ {0}. Moreover, assume that
for all x in a neighbourhood of 0, . The characters of (R 0 , A(x)dx) can be considered as solution ϕ λ of the differential equation
where 
Proposition 3.1. There exists a positive k such that
for all x ≥ 0 and λ ∈ R ρ .
Proof: For all λ ∈ C and x > 0, ϕ λ has the following integral representation yK(x, y) sin(λy)dy,
Since ϕ iImλ (x) ≤ ϕ 0 (x)e |Imλ|x , see [5] , so the estimation (3.1) yields the desired result.
To study the α-amenability of Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups we may require the following facts in general. Let
Apparently if I(α) has a b.a.i., then D| I(α) = 0, and we may have the following lemma from [2] :
Theorem 3.3. Let K be the Chébli-Trimèche hypergroup with ρ > 0 and ϕ λ ∈ K. Then I(ϕ λ ) has a b.a.i. iff λ = iρ. In the special case, K is amenable only in the identity character.
Proof: By Proposition 3.1, the mapping
is a well-defined bounded nonzero ϕ λ 0 -derivation. In that R 0 is amenable [21] , applying Lemma 3.2 will indicate that I(ϕ λ ) has a b.a.i. iff λ = iρ; hence, R 0 is amenable only in the identity character.
Remark 3.4. The proof of prior theorem evidences that L 1 (K) is not weakly amenable, and {ϕ λ }, λ = iρ, is not a spectral set. It is natural to ask whether the maximal ideals associated to the spectral sets have b.a.i. Theorem 3.5 will answer the question negatively .
We consider special cases of Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups when ρ = 0 and Proposition 3.1 is not applicable anymore:
(i) Bessel-Kingman hypergroup 1 The Bessel-Kingman hypergroup is a Chébli-Trimèche hypergroup on R 0 with A(x) = x 2ν+1 for ν ≥ − where J ν (x) is the Bessel function of order ν and λ ∈ R 0 represents the characters. The dual space R 0 has also a hypergroup structure and the bidual space coincides with the hypergroup R 0 [3] . It is shown that the L 1 -algebra of (R 0 , dx), the Bessel-Kingman hypergroup of order − 1 2 , is amenable [26] ; as a result, (R 0 , dx) is α . It is a closed self adjoint subalgebra of L 1 (R n ), which is isometrically * -isomorphic to the hypergroup algebra L 1 (R 0 , dm n ), where dm n (r) = , then K is amenable only in the identity character.
Proof: (i) Let ν = 0 and α ∈ K \ {1}. Suppose K is α-amenable, so I(α) has a b.a.i. If I r (α) is the corresponding ideal of I(α) in L 1 rad (R 2 ), then I r (α) has a b.a.i. say {e
cl . The group R 2 is amenable [18] , so let {e i } be a b.a.i for L 1 (R 2 ).
For every f ∈ I r (α) and g ∈ L 1 (R 2 ), we have f * g − (f * g) * (e ′ i * e i ) 1 ≤ g 1 f * e ′ i − f 1 + f * e ′ i 1 g − g * e i 1 .
1 The subsection is the part of author's Ph.D. thesis at the Technical University of Munich.
